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Introduction
EUNIC organised a regional meeting for clusters in Western Balkans in September 2018. It gathered
representatives from EUNIC clusters and members operating in the region. The following countries
were represented: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, Montenegro, and Pristina.
The goals of this meeting were:





To improve the understanding of the recent developments within EUNIC and the policy change
introduced by the new EU strategic approach to international cultural relations.
To exchange on and learn from the experiences, strategies and projects developed by EUNIC
members and clusters in the region, in partnership with EU Delegations and local stakeholders.
To enhance cooperation between the EUNIC and EU Delegations networks in the region, in
alignment with the Administrative Arrangement signed by EUNIC, the European Commission and
the European External Action Service in May 2017.
To explore models for collaboration between EUNIC clusters and EU Delegations in the Western
Balkans in the spirit of the principles outlined by the new EU strategic approach to international
cultural relations (co-creation, mutuality and reciprocity, people-to-people, etc.)

The two-day workshop included for the first time a joint session with EU Delegations. The purpose
of this joint session was to strengthen the relationships between EUNIC and the EU in this part of the
world. Representatives of European External Action Service (EEAS) and European Commission (EC) in
Brussels also participated in this joint session.

Participants getting to know each other

1. News on partnership between EU institutions and EUNIC Global, followed by a
brainstorming session, presented by Gitte Zschoch, EUNIC Global
The session started with addressing the five largest challenges in working with EUNIC and how to
tackle them. The presentation can be found here.
During the session, the following issues were identified as common challenges:
 Different levels of engagement from the different EUNIC members
 Perception of EUNIC work as an add-on
 Limited resources for EUNIC work
 Lack of internal visibility of the EUNIC network
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Potential solutions to these challenges:
 Find projects that fit one’s institute’s needs and agenda, and realize them together with
EUNIC partners
 Guidelines on the EU-EUNIC partnership to enter in a strategic relationship
 Possibilities offered by the European ‘Houses’ of Culture for financing projects
 Sign up for EUNIC newsletter to stay up to date, participate in EUNIC webinars
This was followed by a summary of the developments of the EU-EUNIC partnership. See annex.

2. Mapping of EUNIC and EU Delegations relationships, strategies and upcoming projects
(group work)
EUNIC SKOPJE
Key priorities:
 Cluster strategy in preparation, taking the country’s new cultural strategy and the EU
strategy for the Western Balkans as starting point
 Capacity building of local cultural sector, working with networks
 Working with young people
 Connecting education and culture
Projects/Actions:
 To be developed in consultation with local stakeholder
Relationship with EUD:
 Good communication, no budget for culture, lobbying for culture together

EUNIC PRISTINA

EUNIC in MONTENEGRO

Key priorities:
 Cultural heritage and tourism

No cultural centres of EUNIC members on
the ground, just antennae with limited
resources.

Projects/Actions:
 Cluster approved by the General
Assembly in June 2018 and only
starting its operations in September.
 European Day of Languages
Relationship with EU Office:
 Very good relationship, openness to
cooperation

Projects/Actions by the French network:
 Bilateral projects
 Activities related to francophonie
 French-German dialogue
 Intercultural dialogue
Relationship with EUD:
 No relationship
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EUNIC SERBIA

EUNIC BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA

Key priorities:
 Support the independent arts and
culture scene
 Cultural mentorship and capacity
building
 Promotion of cultural and linguistic
diversity

Key priorities:
 Cultural Heritage
 Intercultural Dialogue
 Multilingualism

Projects/Actions:
 Artist in residence programme
(supported by the Cluster Fund)
 EU film festival & European Year of
Cultural Heritage
 European Day of Languages
 Capacity Building - Publishing and
Libraries – Library in the 21st century
 Debate on cultural management and
fine arts
 Internal capacity building – mapping
of needs of cluster members to
provide training
Relationship with EUD:
 Positive aspect: partner and
participating in all the meetings,
smooth coordination
 Not so positive aspect: public
relations/communication is a priority
but not culture, no concrete
instruments for funding. However,
the EUD supports some cultural
events when possible (e.g. European
day of languages, international
conference for Serbian librarians).

Projects/Actions:
 EU Film days
 EU Day of Languages
 Cultural Heritage and Tourism (FrenchGerman Cultural Fund)
 Cultural heritage and tourism (Cluster
Fund)
 Previous flagship project (2014-2015):
“Sarajevo Heart of Europe” (EUR 1
Million from EC)
Relationship with EUD:
 Good relationship with colleagues
 Supports the EU film days and
European Day of Languages
 Participates in cluster meetings
 Limited funds for culture

EUNIC ALBANIA
Inactive for 5 years, no leadership, no clarity
about who is member
Projects/Actions:
 Bilateral collaborations and projects
take place but not in the framework of
the cluster
Relationship with EUD:
 No interlocutor in the field of culture
in the past
 Recent development: The EU info
centre has been revamped as a
“European House”, which could be
used to relaunch contacts and
discussions
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3. Working groups on the partnership between EUNIC clusters and EU Delegations

First group: Clusters that are already working with EU delegations reflected on how to further
develop these relationships.
Main conclusions:
 Need to understand better how EUDs work (structure, priorities, funding, etc.)
 Need to identify a focal point for culture in EU delegations (if unknown/non-existant)
 Need to develop a shared strategic vision by identifying the common ground and priorities
that will allow working together
Second group: EUNIC work in smaller clusters and countries where cluster work is currently
challenging
Main conclusions:
 Process to develop a strategy, as practiced for instance by Skopje:
- Start from local context (national cultural policy, needs of local cultural actors, etc.)
- Map priorities of EUNIC members and EU delegation
- Consult with local stakeholders on themes, joint priorities, and possible projects
 Common challenges in the countries represented:
- Limited resources
- Development of the capacities of cluster members’ staff
 Opportunities: working at the regional level, notably through:
- Strategy for Western Balkans
- Agenda for culture (regional approach)
- EUNIC (network and partners)

4. EU regional approach for Western Balkans: What role for EUNIC Clusters?
Presentation of the external dimension of the New European Agenda for Culture by Elisa Grafulla,
EUNIC Global
Culture is a competence of EU Member States and therefore the EU’s role in this area is to support
and complement their actions. In 2007, the “European Agenda for Culture in a Globalizing World”1
1

See link: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2007:0242:FIN:EN:PDF
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was published. It identified culture as a vital element in the EU’s external relations as one of its three
strategic objectives.
This document has been reviewed in 2018 and adopted into the “New European Agenda for
Culture”2. The external dimension of culture remains one of the three dimensions of culture that will
be supported by the European Commission over the next years. Among the different actions
foreseen in the document is the development of regional strategies for cultural engagement with
the Western Balkans, Latin America and the Caribbean, as well as in the Middle East and North
Africa. The process for the development of such strategies has not started yet. In the seminar, EUNIC
colleagues were looking at how to contribute to such a strategy.
Presentation of British Council’s regional approach by Amila Lagumdžija, Head of Arts Western
Balkans at British Council
British Council implements its global strategy through an approach which splits the world into
regions and some of those regions into clusters of countries. The six countries of the Western
Balkans form a cluster within the Wider Europe region. They share common objectives and a joint
programme strategy. These are delivered through country teams and with local partners.
Main conclusions:
 Importance of adapting to the particularities of each country
 Need to consult with local partners
 Need to support small initiatives stemming from the ground
 Working regionally allows to pool resources and increase visibility
Possible topics for regional projects:
 Digital and culture
 Civil society
 Capacity building
 Common cultural heritage
 Youth
 Minorities
 Girls & women
 Culture and business sector

5. Joint session EUNIC – EU Delegations
Part 1: Implementing the EU public diplomacy aspects of the EU Global Strategy: What does it
mean for the EU Delegations/EU Office? Moderated by Jasna Jelisic (EEAS)

2

See link: https://ec.europa.eu/culture/sites/culture/files/commission_communication__a_new_european_agenda_for_culture_2018.pdf
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The three main points were:
 Referral to the Global Strategy for the European Union’s Foreign And Security Policy3
published by the EEAS
 Introduction about the notion of public diplomacy, defined as an umbrella concept including
a range of actions designed to strategically engage with people in a genuine and meaningful
dialogue
 Public diplomacy as one of the priorities of the EEAS; therefore necessity to further develop
its understanding across the network of EU delegations
Presentation: Flagship initiatives by EUD Albania





Visiting regions and engaging in direct conversations with citizens to strengthen relationships
with them. This was organised through town hall meetings that allowed them to inform the
population about how the EU works as well as to listen about how the EU Delegation work is
perceived on the ground.
Europe House: over the past years, the EU info centre has ben rethought into a hub named
“Europe House”, which allows for social, economic and political exchanges with Albanian
people. It also includes a programme of debates and cultural activities.
Cultural diplomacy strategy: the EU Delegation is working with an external consultant to
develop a cultural diplomacy strategy including consultations with local stakeholders. It is
expected to be ready for implementation over the next months.

Presentation: Public diplomacy by EUD Serbia





Cooperation with EUNIC cluster
Activities in the field of sport
Media outreach
Information on EU programmes open to Serbia’s participation, including two project fairs on
joint initiatives between European and Serbian organisations.

Part 2: Opportunities of culture in communicating the EU: collaboration with Member States and
its cultural centres, moderated by Gitte Zschoch (EUNIC Global)
European Union’s new strategy for international cultural relations
Introduction by Diego Marani (Policy Officer, EEAS) and Carine Borel (Cultural Officer, EEAS), who
explained the link between the Global Strategy which defines cultural diplomacy as a new area for
joint action, and the Joint Communication “Towards an EU strategy for international cultural
relations”, which sets the principles, objectives and framework for joint actions in this field. They
stressed the importance for cultural activities in European cultural relations to move beyond
showcasing and adopt an approach based on people-to-people dialogue, mutual learning and
understanding, and co-creation. They also highlighted the importance of the Administrative
Arrangement signed between the EEAS, EC and EUNIC in 2017.

3

See link: https://eeas.europa.eu/archives/docs/top_stories/pdf/eugs_review_web.pdf
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Presentation of two cultural relations projects in the Western Balkans by EUNIC clusters:

Partnership with existing Artists in Residence
(AiR) programmes in the country

Cultural Management Academy (project
initiated by EUNIC Bulgaria, currently
implemented by Goethe-Institut in
Bucharest, Sofia, Thessaloniki, Sarajevo)

Goal: Enable EU and Serbian artists to
exchange, create, and work together, as well
as facilitating future collaborations.

Postgraduate programme for cultural
management which started in 2014 Sofia and
expanded to several countries.

Activities:
 Matching fund to support and expand
existing Artist in Residence programmes
by encouraging participants to include a
reflection on the European issue in
relation to Serbia, digital issues, and global
(social, environmental, gender) issues in
their work;
 Bar camps organised twice a year for
artists that have participated or are
participating in the AiR programmes and
Serbian artists to reflect together and
exchange on their artistic and creative
insights, views and proposals emerging
from their residencies.

The 2018 edition will take place in three
steps with different topics being explored for
each step. The project aims to:
 Expand capacity building in the cultural
sector by strengthening the professional
skills of local cultural actors (independent
and from the public sector)
 Foster networking opportunities in the
country and the region
 Enable institutions and cultural managers
to develop strategies
 Create new collaborative projects across
borders through seed funding

Artist in Residence (EUNIC Serbia)

Joint session with EU delegation and EUNIC colleagues
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Questions and conclusions
The discussion following these presentations allowed participants from delegations and clusters to
get to know each other better, notably how the networks operate as well as how regional projects in
the Western Balkans could be jointly developed by EUNIC clusters and EU institutions.
Questions and answers for EUNIC:
How do EUNIC members report back to capitals/headquarters?
Each EUNIC member has a focal point at headquarters level that follows up on their network’s
involvement in EUNIC work and projects.

Questions & answers for EU delegations:
How do EU delegations work?
There are two types:
 EU Special Representatives (EUSRs) promote the EU’s policies and are mandated to
advance the EU’s political process to consolidate peace and stability.
 EU Delegations are in charge of EU funded projects. They have a political section, a
communications unit, and an operation/cooperation section divided in sectors.
Who allocates the funds?
The Instrument for Pre-accession Assistance (IPA) is the means by which the EU supports the
reforms in the “enlargement countries” with financial and technical help. It is managed at two
levels:
 Headquarters of European Commission in Brussels
 EU Delegations. Their budget also includes an allocation for EU info centres, and a
communications budget.
There is a lack of regional dimension in the IPA funds.
Who is responsible for cultural relations?
EU Delegations usually have a focal point for culture.
Bilateral vs. regional approach?
The EU Delegations deal with national initiatives, while headquarters of European Commission
and European External Action Service deal with regional programmes and approaches.
How do you define a common ground between EU delegations and EUNIC?
Through the relationship/contacts between the EU delegations’ cultural focal points and EUNIC
clusters. The role of the focal point would be to manage the relationship with the EUNIC cluster
and to connect it with the other sections in the EU delegation.
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Concluding remarks






Importance of going beyond showcasing and working along the principles stated in the Joint
Communication, i.e. through a cultural relations approach
Importance of culture in connecting people
Strong partnerships exist between EUNIC and local actors on the ground
Opportunities of mobilizing the EUNIC network to change the perception of the Western
Balkans in European countries
Need for EU delegations to work on the image and reputation of Europe in the countries of
the Western Balkans, possible opportunities for EUNIC here through cultural relations /
people to people approach

6. Reception for all EU and EUNIC colleagues with local cultural operators
The two-day meeting finished with a reception and guided tour of the National Gallery of Macedonia
for all EU and EUNIC colleagues as well as local cultural operators, hosted by EUNIC Global with the
support of EUNIC Cluster Skopje and the National Gallery.

Reception and guided tour at the National Gallery of Macedonia
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ANNEX
Summary of recent developments concerning the EU-EUNIC partnership
The partnership between EU institutions and EUNIC continuously deepening. The Joint
Communication “Towards an Eu strategy for international cultural relations”4 was published two
years ago in 2016. The main propositions are:
 A cross-cutting, all-encompassing approach to culture which goes beyond the arts and includes a
range of other areas such as education, tourism, development cooperation, etc.;
 A new definition of cultural diplomacy based on the notion of cultural relations, i.e. going beyond
showcasing to international cooperation in a spirit of mutual understanding, people-to-people
dialogue and co-creation; and
 Enhanced cooperation between the EEAS, the EC and EUNIC.
Following the publication of the Joint Communication, an Administrative Arrangement between the
EEAS, EC and EUNIC was signed in May 2017 to strengthen collaboration between clusters and EU
Delegations in third countries. Subsequently a report was produced which looked at the current state
of the relationship between EUNIC clusters and EU Delegations in 14 countries (Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Brazil, DRC, Egypt, Ethiopia, Japan, Jordan, Morocco, Senegal, Serbia, Sudan, Tunisia,
Ukraine, USA) which was positively welcome by the EEAS.
There are three main conclusions of this report:
 The need for more guidance to EUNIC clusters and EU delegations in third countries from
headquarters. The report recommends developing joint guidelines on this partnership.
 A lack of understanding of the new EU strategic approach to international cultural relations and
how to implement it on the ground.
 The lack of an adapted funding mechanism to support the partnership towards the delivery of
the Joint Communication.
Following these conclusions, EUNIC and EEAS are working on aligning their respective regional
meetings for clusters and delegation staff in order to allow for joint sessions. This is being piloted in
the Western Balkans and Latin America and the Caribbean.
In alignment with the third recommendation mentioned above, the European Commission has
invited EUNIC to submit a proposal for a Preparatory Action to define, test and evaluate the concept
of European ‘Houses’ of Culture as a tool that could contribute to the delivery of the Joint
Communication. The main purpose of the project is to identify and assess innovative collaboration
models between EU Member States, EU institutions and local stakeholders in third countries. The
proposal submitted by EUNIC Global is currently being evaluated by the European Commission.
If accepted, the project will deliver three main actions:
 Mapping and analysis of past and current models of European ‘Houses’ of Culture.
 Call for proposals to identify innovative collaboration models between EUNIC members, EU
delegations and local stakeholders in third countries. The call will result into 10 ideas being
further developed into project plans, out of which 5 will be implemented as pilot actions.
 Evaluation of the concept and models of European ‘Houses’ of Culture, including policy
recommendations and a toolkit for their implementation.
4

See link: https://ec.europa.eu/culture/policies/strategic-framework/strategy-international-culturalrelations_en
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